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I.

SUMMARY
The Office of Saline Water (OSW) accomplished a very large
amount of significant work related to the design and performance
of large heat exchanger bundles and enhanced heat transfer surfaces.
This work was undertaken to provide basic technical and economic
data for the design of distillation plants for the desalination
of seawater.

The data should be of value to other industrial

applications as well, including geothermal energy processes and
ocean thermal energy recovery systems.
The OSW work covers almost every aspect of heat exchanger
design, and ranges from academic research to data gathering on
commercial desalting plants.

Exchanger design configurations in-

clude multistage flash plant condensers, vertical tube falling film
and upflow evaporators, and horizontal tube spray film evaporators.
Unfortunately, the data is scattered through a large number of reports
of which many are concerned primarily with factors other than heat
transfer.

In addition, the quality of reporting and the quality

of the data are far from consistent.

Because of these factors, the

data is difficult to evaluate, so that the user of the data cannot
easily determine what to expect during long-term operation of large,
high performance heat exchangers.
This report has the objective of cataloging and organizing
the heat exchanger data developed by the Office of Saline Water.
Some analysis as to the validity of the data is made and ranges
of performance that can be expected are given.

Emphasis is placed

on the vertical tube, falling film evaporators.

The scope of the
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present study did not permit a thorough analysis of the large
literature file that was surveyed.

Accordingly, judgments were made

that reflect both the author's awareness of the OSW program, and
his interpretation of the testing ind analysis procedures as described
in the various reports.

No analysis was made of the

quality of

original data, but apparent data discrepancies will be pointed out
where such discrepancies happen to be found.
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II.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Organization of Report
About 90 publications of the Office of Saline Water (OSW),
the Office of Water Research and Technology (OWRT), and the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) were reviewed for this
study.
later

The methodology followed during the review is described
in this Chapter.

Chapter III provides a general discussion

of the vertical tube evaporator studies which are the primary
topic of this report.
of the reports.

Chapter IV contains brief abstracts of most

Chapter V provides listings of heat transfer

coefficients for the different evaporator types. Chapter VI
contains a complete bibliography.

The reader is referred to

Figure 2 which should aid in visualizing the different types of
enhanced tubes.
B.

Methodology of the Study
1.

Report Selection.
A preliminary bibliography of about 110 titles was
prepared and a priority classification was assigned to each
study.

The source lists from which the preliminary biblio-

graphy was prepared includes a listing of 1,045 OSW Research
and Development Reports and special reports, a listing
dated August 11, 1976 of 47 OWRT Research and Development
Reports, a partial listing of ORNL Technical Memos containing about 70 titles, and miscellaneous reports published
under OSW contract that were available to the author but
which do not appear to have been formally published.

The

choice of reports taken from these lists was made on the
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basis of the descriptive titles and the author's knowledge
of the OSW program.

Each report was given a priority from

1 to 4, again based on the two factors that we just indicated.
A priority rating of 1 indicated that the report was likely
to have valuable information for the user of large, high
performance evaporators that are commercially available.
A priority rating of 4 refers either to interesting but
esoteric studies that are not likely to have general largescale application in the near future, such as dropwise condensation or acoustically enhanced heat transfer rates, or
to very old pilot plant studies that were valuable forerunners of more recent projects but of little value in themselves .
About 90 OSW reports were identified on the preliminary
bibliography, of which 78 are covered in this study.

The

twelve that are not included are indicated in Table 2.

Of

these, only two which could not be found (OSW R&D Reports
Nos. 979 and 963) were given high priorities, but the
material they contain was summarized adequately in other
reports.

The remaining 10 were not given a sufficiently

high priority for the purposes of this study.
Fourteen ORNL technical memos were listed on the preliminary bibliography, of which six have been included in this
study.

Three OWRT reports are included, as are two reports

from Rutgers University, prepared for the OSW, on horizontal
tube evaporators.
also included.

Six reports without formal numbers are

These are final reports submitted to the

OSW after completion of contract efforts, but for which no
publication notice has been found.
Report Review
Each report was reviewed rapidly to determine the
type of information it contained, and a brief summary was
prepared.

An abstract of these summaries appears in Table 1.

Where significant data on heat transfer rates were given,
an attempt was made to evaluate the adequacy of tha data
taking procedures and the accuracy of the data.

For the

most part, this was not possible because of the lack of
sufficient information.

Indeed, a serious deficiency in

the experimental method was noted in a large number of
reports, in that the experimenters did not adequately analyze
the accuracy of their measuring systems.
The scope of this study did not permit more than a
rapid review of the reports, and no attempt was made to examine the raw data.

Accordingly, other means were used in an

attempt to develop an intuitive feel for the value of the
data sets.

One means was the evaluation of measurement

accuracy indicated above.
tency within a report.

Another was the internal consis-

It was often noticed, for instance,

that the summary writeup of results within a report would .
often be oversimplified. Data trends would be discussed
that did not actually appear on the accompanying curves.
Consistency would be implied in words while a great deal of
scatter would show on the curves.

Agreement between data

and theory would be discussed in the text whereas the curves
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would show significant disagreement.

This type of problem

was found often enough to indicate that caution is required when reviewing the reports; when such problems were
found, they are reflected in the comments made in Chapter
IV.

A final means of evaluating a report was to read other,

later reports which in many cases provided a critical review of earlier studies.

In many cases, these later reports

provide explanations for discrepancies and unusual data
trends that had appeared in the earlier work.
A point of caution should be made for those who study
some of these reports.

Different authors do not always use

the same definitions in the calculation of heat transfer
coefficients.

In most cases, the rubber band area is used

for enhanced tubes, but in some early reports, the total
actual surface area is used.

Differences can be

noted in the definition of the temperature difference
driving force for heat transfer.

In addition, in many cases

a significant pressure drop in the tube seems to exist, such
that the true temperature difference is different from
that used.

In these various cases, comparison of the heat

transfer coefficients obtained in one study cannot be made
directly with those obtained in another.
As a result of this review, certain general conclusions
were made.

These are discussed in Chapter III with respect

to the VTE System.

In general, the OSW had demonstrated

that high heat transfer coefficients can be attained in large

bundles using enhanced tube surfaces, and that these coefficients can be maintained reliably for long periods during
normal, industrial operation.

Furthermore, these coefficients

can be predicted in advance of construction with adequate
accuracy and extrapolation to other operating conditions
can be made with confidence.
Other Sources of Information
The OSW reports not covered in this study, which are listed
in Table 2, have been discussed.

Several other ORNL reports

have been issued, but it is believed that the most significant
of these have been reprinted as OSW RSD reports which are covered
here.

Several valuable reports were written by the French

Atomic Energy Commission which conducted a program similar to
that of the OSW.

It is understood that a performance report

on the VTE/MSF module has been prepared by Orange County, but
the report is not yet available.

Some of the heat transfer

testing undertaken by the Bureau of Reclamation at their East
Mesa Geothermal Test Site may be of value.

Other work was con-

ducted at the University of California Sea Water Laboratory.
Various indices exist for OSW and ORNL reports and for the
general literature, including the index of the Nuclear Desalination Information Center.

Finally, the ORNk published monthly

reports for the OSW, which contain additional information not
presented in the formal ORNL reports.

None

of the reports dis-

cussed in this section were reviewed as part of this study.

Some

of these additional reports would be of value in refining the conclusions developed herein, but no major changes should be expected.
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III.

STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT OF ENHANCED VTE TUBES
A.

Background
The largest block of definitive data among the OSW reports
is concerned with

the VTE system with both smooth tube and

enhanced tuoe bundles.

These OSK research and development efforts

have demonstrated that a high level of heat transfer performance
can be obtained and maintained with VTE tube bundles.

In

addition, predicted values of heat transfer coefficients can
be used reliably for design and cost estimates of VTE plants,
for either conservative designs of commercial units, or for the
design of extra-high performance units that are to be specially
built and maintained.

It is our opinion that this work by the

OSW is a notably significant accomplishment, and among its finest
efforts.
Despite these comments, a major effort is required before a
clear opinion can be developed as to the value of the VTE
literature.

There is a large amount of data, but it is scattered

through many reports, several of which were written with other
primary objectives than heat transfer, per se.

The quality of

report writing covers a broad range from good to bad.

The types

of reports also cover a broad range from theoretical analyses of
the hydrodynamics of falling films, to operating and maintenance
reports on large test bed plants.

These reports are organized

according to their contents in Chapter IV, which contains both brief
abstracts of each report and a summary report classification in
Table 1.
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Aside from problems related to reporting, another serious
difficulty is to be noted.

Invariably, heat transfer test

programs encountered operating problems that made it difficult to
collect unambiguous and representative data, or problems that
distorted the data that was collected.

These problems include

inadequate venting systems that reduced system performance, and
instrumentation that was inadequate for accurately measuring all
significant parameters.

Tube fouling occurred often, due to

corrosion of equipment other than the heat transfer tubes, or due
to mud entrained because of inadequate seawater collecting devices.
Scaling was often encountered as CaSO^, CaCO^, and Mg(0H)2J and
tube cleaning techniques were sometimes insufficient, with the
result that residues remained on the tubes and distorted data
collected in later, apparently clean-tube runs.

Poor flow dis-

tribution through the tube bundle was a frequent problem due to
either inadequate nozzle design or to nozzle plugging by corrosion
products or debris.
These problems can be viewed in general on the positive side.
It should be remembered that the OSW program was a pioneering
effort to develop large, high performance desalination plants
that would be reliable but also inexpensive.

These problems were

often part of the learning process, and the solutions developed
for them were part of the OSW achievement.

On the negative

side, however, the erratic data that sometimes resulted make it
difficult to evaluate the real heat transfer performance, even for
those people involved in the development programs.

It would be
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even more difficult for the uninitiated researchrr ro make his way through
the large volume of reports and data, and to arrive at. a coherent and
integrated understanding of the overall results of the OSW programs.
Having considered the problems, an overall patter-', emerges from
the OSW development work that justifies the positive
beginning of this section.

j -.vw stated at the

VTE desalination plants \y-itl enhanced tubes

can be built that will reliably maintain ^ high performance level.
The tubing enhancement and bundle design are only part of the requirements for high performance.

In addition, ~c .strur^ion materials must

be specially chosen to prevent corrosion, ;r,id operating conditions
must be selected to prevent scaling, but both of these additional
requirements are well within the state oi-' the art.
This discussion will focus only on the doubly-fluted enhanced tubes.
Other tube types can also increase the heat transfer coefficients significantly.

In laboratory tests of corrugated tubes, for instance, co-

efficient values were about 75% of those values attained for fluted tubes
(39)*, but there is very little, if any, experience with corrugated tubes
in multi-tube bundles.

As another example, "Linde" tubes will provide

much higher heat transfer coefficients than doubly-fluted tubes, due to
enhancement of film coefficients on each side of the tube: nucleate
boiling is promoted on the inner tube wall by means of a proprietary
porous surface finish, while dropwise condensation is promoted on the
outside wall by means of either a parylene coating or a thin gold
plating.

There are, however, no know long-term tests of this tube in

seawater, and no bundle tests at all.

It is probable that with nucleate

boiling in seawater, extensive scale formation would occur.
Numbers in parentheses refer to the Bibliography of Chapter V.

Test Program*"- with Doubly-Fluted Tubes
On the other hand, doubly-fluted tubes of various profiles
have b^en tested over a broad range of conditions.

They were

tested in the ORNL laboratories in the mid-sixties (39) and in
other laboratory units since then (28, 46, 85).

Pilot plant

applications with a five-tube bundle were initiated in 1967 (23)
at Wrightaville Beach, while the first commercial-sized bundle,
which contained 151 doubly-flueed tubes, was installed in effect 1
of the Freeport VTE Test Bed Plant in 1967 (27).

Since then,

large doubly-fluted tube bundles have been tested in the VTE-X
nodule at San Diego (69), in the VTE/MSF Test Bed Plant

at

hreeport (64), and in the VTE/MSF Module at Fountain Valley,
California (84).

The principal results of these studies are

discussed in this section.
A very large number of tests of enhanced tubes were run in
the ORNL test loops, which tests served as the bases of three
reports.

Reference 52 summarizes the design of the tubes that

were tested; reference 39 gives the complete results for all
tests; and reference 45 presents the data sheets and graphs for
tests on 30 of the tubes discussed in the much longer reference
39.

Reference 45 is the easiest to use. Among the 30 tube types

were 5 smooth and 11 doubly-fluted tubes, with most of the latter
being of the GE-Profile 9 type. Most of the tests were made
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with fresh water, but sodium chloride solutions were used in
many cases.
Heat transfer coefficients* in fresh water ranged from about
1000 at 120°F to 1900 at 250°F. These results appear to have a
high accuracy, with heat balances of within 10% being obtained.
Among the primary values of this report is the fact that the
measured coefficients fall in the range of longer-term field data,
which lends confidence to the benefits of laboratory tests.
In addition, the trends exhibited in the laboratory when different
tubes are tested, or when the same tube is tested at different
conditions, can be expected to carry over to large bundles.
Thus, laboratory work can be used to eliminate some design and
operating options, in that bundle testing or design work can focus
on the best range of operating conditions.

Reference 39 should be

studied carefully, however, in any effort to deduce design information from its results.

The data itself should be considered,

because it appears that the correlating equations given, as
well as the generalized summary of results, tend to oversimplify
the complexity of the many interacting parameters that affect the
heat transfer coefficients.
In other laboratory tests (46, 85) six different doubly-fluted
tube profiles and three different nozzles were tested in a twotube test loop.

Both aluminum-brass and 90/10 copper-nickel

tubes were evaluated at temperatures of 150 and 210°F.
* Expressed as Btu/"F-ft^-hour

Heat
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transfer coefficients ranged from 1080 to 1930 at the lower
temperature and from 1400 to 1900 at the higher.

Aluminum-brass

tubes gave coefficient values 15 to 30% higher than the coppernickel tubes because of higher tube wall conductivities.

When

the temperature difference driving force (AT) was changed from
10°F to 15°F, no essential difference in heat transfer
coefficient was noted.
All three nozzles in 2-inch diameter tubes gave comparable
results.

The important point seems to be that each tube must be

fed the same amount of brine and that the entire inner tube
surface be uniformly wetted by the brine.

The latter factor is

a function of the total flow through the flow distributor.
In every case, heat transfer coefficients fell by 12 to 20% (from
about 2100 at 200°F and about 1500 at 140°F) as the flow rate
fell from 3 gpm to 1 gpm per tube.

The lower coefficients at

low flow rates may be justifiable because of the correspondingly
reduced pumping costs and reduced tendency for CaSO^ scale
formation.

However, before reducing flow-rates to 1 gpm per

tube, it should be first clearly demonstrated that the reduced
heat transfer coefficient is due simply to the lower Reynolds
number in the falling liquid film, and not to the formation of
dry spots on the inner tube wall.

If the latter were the case,

scale formation would occur in longer term tests and the heat
transfer coefficients would continue to decrease.
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Pilot plant testing occurred in the 4-effect pilot plant
at W'rightsville Beach in 5-tube bundles (23, 35, 57).

The first

report describes the pilot plant design and shakedown tests in
th

• .boratory before installation of the pilot plant at the

test facility.

The latter two reports base the heat transfer co-

efficients on the total developed surface area of the doubly fluted
tube; this is contrary to most other reports, and the results
should be increased by 30% to make them comparable. This has been
done for the discussion that follows.
Runs 10, 11, and 12 in reference 35 were considered good.
In effects 2, 3 and 4 for run 12, coefficients were at least as
high as in the ORNL laboratory tests.

Effect 1 exhibited much

higher coefficients, but this may have been due to dropwise
condensation, which frequently occurs because of chemicals in the
boiler steam that heats the first effect. This report also
demonstrates the importance of adequate flow in the tubes, with
heat transfer coefficients increasing by 30 to 43% as flow per
tube increases from about 1.5 to 4.5 gpm.

In this case, it

appears that poor brine distribution actually caused dry spots
and scale formation.

Reference 37 demonstrates the consistency

over time of the high heat transfer coefficients, even in the face
of many operating upsets due to power failures at the test site.
The first large bundle test of doubly fluted tubes, in effect
13 at Freeport (27, 31, 47, 49) further demonstrated the projections
of laboratory tests.

Coefficients of about 1700 (based on the

nominal outside tube diameter) were first measured at about 165°F
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in the 3 1/8-inch diameter tubes.
to the range of 1400 to 1500.
coefficients are not clear.
However,

These values fell over time

The reasons for the decrease in

Venting problems were encountered.

the feed rate was very low, at less than 2 gpm for

a 3-inch tube diameter, and some scale formation is probable.
However, after more than 12,000 total hours of operation, coefficients remained in this range.
The VTE-X module at San Diego (69) contains two effects,
each having a ten-foot square bundle with 10-foot long doubly
fluted tubes.

Effect 1 contains 1805 two-inch diameter tubes

of 90/10 copper-nickel, while effect 2 contains 939 aluminum
brass tubes with a 3-inch diameter.

The report contain? much

good data about many aspects of bundle performance, including
local and overall coefficients, the effect of temperature and
AT, and the effect of both foam-promoting and anti-foam additives.
Heat transfer coefficients were lower than design because of
higher fouling rates than expected.

Fouling was due to corrosion

products from the carbon steel shell, and seemed to stabilize
with time.

Design values of the heat transfer coefficient were

1150 at 140°F to 1800 at 225°F for effect 1, and 1200 at 125°F to
2150 at 215°F for effect 2.

Recommended, stable design values,

based on the actual tests, for bundles in carbon steel shells,
are 950 at 110°F to 1600 at 220°F for effect 1 tubes, and 900 at
110°F to 1600 at 210°F for effect 2 tubes.

More notably, it was

concluded, based on early tests, that in clean service, when
higher quality construction materials are used, design values can
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be significantly higher than originally used: recommended values
are 1400 at 120°F to 2200 at 220°F for effect 1 tubes, and 1400
at 110°F to 2200 at 190°F for effect 2 tubes.

These higher

values, however, have not been demonstrated in long-term operation.
Operation of the six VTE effects of the VTE/MSF Test Bed
Plant at Freeport is described in references 64 and 68.

Each

effect contains 172 doubly fluted aluminum brass tubes, 2 inches
in diameter by 10 1/3 feet long.

Compared to the VTE-X

"stable

tube" data described above, significantly higher coefficients
were obtained in effects 3 to 6 at Freeport, and about the same
coefficients were obtained in effects 1 and 2.

Scale formation

occurred, especially in effects 1 and 2, by CaSO^ and Mg(0H)2.
This was probably due to plugged nozzles which led to some dry
tubes.

Year 2 testing (68) was largely clouded by tube fouling

from corrosion products.

The data does seem to prove, however,

that flow rates as low as 1.5 gpm per tube is acceptable with the
metallic swirl nozzle.
No test results are available for the large VTE/MSF module at
Fountain Valley, California. Design details are presented in
reference 84.
A comment should be made on theories and correlations that
have been proposed
doubly-fluted tubes.

for predicting heat transfer coefficients with
None of these should be considered reliable.

(It may be convenient at times to use correlating equations, but
only if they are used for the same set of conditions as the data
set from which they were generated.

No attempt should be made to
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extrapolate these correlations to other conditions!)

A much

better approach is to use the data directly from tables and graphs
presented in the various reports.

If these data must be extrapo-

lated to other conditions, such as different: tube diameters,
tube lengths, materials of construction, temperatures, AT values,
or flow rates per tube, great care must be taken in the extrapolation.

Reference 62 provides a good but brief discussion of

this approach.

In general, data trends as indicated in various

test programs (for example, 39, 45, 46, 85, 37) should be used
to guide extrapolations.
An important design consideration is the fouling factor to
be used.

Many references differ as to the basis of their fouling

factors, or are unclear as to their definitions.

Reference 75

provides a clear and theoretically consistent basis for the determination of fouling factors and recommends values to be used
for VTE and MSF plants.
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SUMMARY OF REPORTS
In this chapter, a brief abstract is presented of all the reports that were reviewed.

These abstracts are followed by Table 1,

wherein the type of material presented in each report is indicated.
Table 2 lists the OSW reports that are applicable to this study
but were not reviewed.
The primary purpose of the abstracts is to permit the user to
determine which reports are best suited to his needs. This can be of
value because report titles are often misleading, and because the
coverage of heat transfer data is not always consistent in reports
with similar titles.
The abstracts are divided into five sections, as follows:
A.

Vertical tube evaporators

B.

Horizontal tube evaporators

C.

Multistage flash plant condensers

D.

Special topics in heat transfer

E.

General reports.

Within the first three sections, reports are generally broken down into the four categories of laboratory testing, pilot plant testing,
large-scale testing on modules or test bed plants, and general topics.
The latter category includes theoretical studies, conceptual designs,
state-of-the-art reviews, and reports on the operation of commercial
plants.

Several reports are included in both the VTE and MSF sections.

The following abbreviations are used:
HTC - heat transfer coefficient, usually based on the nominal
tube outside diameter (rubber band area) unless stated
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otherwise, in units of Btu/hour-ft2-°F
HTE - horizontal tube evaporator
MGD - million gallons per day
MSF - multistage flash
ORNL- Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Re

- Reynold's number

VC

- vapor compression

VTE - vertical tube evaporator
WBTF- Wrightville Beach Test Facility
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ABSTRACTS
Bibliography
No.

A.

Abstract

VERTICAL TUBE EVAPORATORS
1.

Laboratory Studies
44

Electrically heated, corrugated plate, with water (saline
and deionized) injected in troughs, to measure evaporating coefficient.

Measured coefficient distribution

across peaks and valleys.

Unrealistic because forced

hydrodynamics not representative of actual flow
patterns.

Report has qualitative value in that it

shows trends of heat flow pattern, with highest coefficients in valley.
17

Smooth, 2" x 20' tube; steam versus water in falling
film.

Measured local value of inside and outside co-

efficients and average values. Checked results against
Dukler theory for falling film and reported good comparison; but, comparison seems good only near top of
tube when AP is low.

Particular values of report:

showed no boiling occurred in film; showed effect of
non-condensable gases on heat transfer and compared
results to existing theories.
28

Same as above, but on 2" x 3" x 10' long doubly fluted
tubes.

Also, measured pressure drop, liquid entrainment,

and effect of air in steam.
AP.

Developed correlation for

Heat transfer results seem questionable because

21
of low coefficients, probably due to scaling, on tests
with imported sea water.
Tests of 7 commercially available, 2" x 10' long tubes
in 2-tube test loop, with comparison against a
standard smooth Al-brass tube.
brine.

Evaporated a NaCl

Carefully controlled tests, with good data.

Same setup as above, for tests on 3 feed distributors:
standard porcelain nozzle with internal orifice;
porcelain dome with 2 tangential inlet posts and no internal orifice; and metallic swirl nozzle with single
tangential inlet.

In all cases, rapid decline in HTC

below 3 gpm feed rate: HTC at 1 gpm is 80 to 88% of
value at 3 gpm.

HTC range from 1500 at 140°F to

2100 at 200°F.
Test on 1" x 8' long Al capillary fluted tube.

Falling

film with upflow of vapor inside tube with special,
complex distributor to put film on wall.

Various inside

surface coatings to prevent nucleation and resulting
corrosion.

HTC around 600 at 175°F.

for advanced heat transfer study.

Not very useful

Basic review pre-

sented of heat transfer theory and of required minimum
work for desalination.
Description and photographs of tubes used in following
two reports.
Exhaustive tests (5 years) of various tube materials,
surface configurations, operating parameters, salinities,
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and nozzles.

Good basic work for comparative data.

74 tube shapes and 13 nozzles described.

Detailed re-

sults for 36 tubes. Emphasis on doubly fluted, and then
on corrugated tubes in falling film operation.
Linde tubes, upflow, foaming flow, etc.

Also,

Simplified

correlating equations given for HTC, but probably too
simplified to account for complex interactions among
many variables.

Also, summary of work is perhaps too

simplified in view of huge amount
complexity of subject.

of data and

Report has great value, due

to large amount of data, and fact that HTC values fall
in range of later tests of large scale evaporators.
This work tends to tie together entire study of
evaporators, and give confidence that lab results are
meaningful.

See following abstract.

Presents summary results of most significant tests
described in above abstract.
to use.

This report is easier

Results are given for 30 tubes, 9 of which were

tested in salt water and 21 in fresh water:

5 smooth,

!1 doubly fluted, 5 corrugated, 2 ribbed, and 7 combination tubes. HTC on doubly fluted about 40%
higher than on corrugated tubes.

Approximate values:

HTC (at temp.-°F)--900 (100); 1050 (130); 1450 (170);
1800 (210); 1900 (250).

23
77

2-dimensional model testing with air to simulate steam

78

flow patterns in ducts and in shell of large evaporators.

Valuable insight on design considerations

with respect to need for turning vanes; pressure drop;
stagnation zones; etc.
73

3-dimensional model of brine and steam discharging from
bottom of evaporator tube, to measure rate of deentrainment, and pressure drop, in release chamber and across
hook and vane separator.

Pressure drop correlation

developed.
2. Pilot Plant Studies
23
35
37

4-effect pilot plant built and tested at ORNL and
moved to WBTF for operation on sea water, with five
11' long tubes per effect.

Report 23 describes pilot

plant design and initial testing at ORNL. Reports 35 and
37 give results of 2 years of testing at WBTF using
doubly fluted tubes.

Shows effect of flow rate per

tube, with 30 to 45% higher HTC as flow increases from
1.5 to 4 gpm in 3" tubes. Stated reason is higher Re,
but probably due to better tube wetting with porcelain
spray nozzles at high flows. Good reports and accurate
data.

Show high performance of doubly fluted tubes

sustainable over long periods in face of operating upsets.
CAUTION: HTC based on total extended surface area.
must be increased by about 30% to be comparable to
most OSW reports.

HTC

24
86

Contains design specifications of portable 4 effect
plant built to confirm flow sheet of 8 MGD VC/VTE/MSF
plant design.

Only initial shakedown runs were made

before OSW program was discontinued.

3. Test Bed and Module Operations
2
4
9
10
13

These are annual reports on the operation of the original
12 effect VTE demonstration plant (1 MGD), and the
later 5 effect module added in 1967, at the Freeport,

26

27
31

Texas Test Facility.

through June 1969.

Period covered is April 1961

Reports cover all aspects of opera-

tion including production records and maintenance
problems, and other aspects of development testing
besides heat transfer performance.

Bundles all have

smooth tubes, except for doubly fluted tubes installed
in effect 13 in 1968.

A titanium tube bundle was

installed in effect 9 in 1968.

Many practical problems

were resolved during test period.

In particular,

learned of need to recirculate brine leaving effect
to feed of same effect, to provide sufficient flow
for good performance of brine distributors on each tube.
Report 31 describes performance of horizontal rope tubes
in preheater, with HTC of 970 versus 370 for smooth
tubes in same service.

In general, much data presented

in these reports, and they demonstrate long-term
reliability of smooth tube heat transfer performance
in fairly large bundles.

25
18
19
20
47

These reports contain analyses of development runs at
the Freeport 1 MGD VTE Demonstration Plant, during
period of late 1964 through May 1969.

All smooth tubes

except for doubly fluted bundle later added in effect
13, as discussed in report 47.

(These same results

are discussed in a general way in the Annual Reports
described above.)

Problems with scaling encountered,

and temperature versus concentration limits to prevent
scale, as learned by experience, are given in report 18.
In general, reports give confidence in overall plant
reliability and operability, even in face of much
learning and plant changes. Reports not good though,
with respect to gaining specific knowledge of HTC
versus various parameters.
49

Summary and analysis of all data from Freeport 1 MGD
VTE Demonstration Plant, as reported in Annual and
Development Reports described above.

Good summary of

all Freeport tests involving HTC (see Table 4-3), but
report is ambiguous as to the real depth of its analysis.
That is, a spot check is made in the report on several
specific data points from the Freeport reports to
determine, at random, the accuracy of data presentation;
many large errors in calculated value of HTC were
found.

Then, it is stated that Freeport data is all

okay; it appears that the results and implications of
the spot checks are ignored. Fluted tube
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performance in effect 13 (Runs 15 and 16) is reviewed
(page 139):

HTC of 1200 to 1600 at temperature of

about 160°F during run 15 fell to 1000 to 1350 during
run 16, probably due to tube scaling.

Good summary of

the brine distribution devices used (page 110) : total
feed of 1000 gpm to effect 1 reduces to 385 gpm to
effect 12 for 350 to 500 tubes per bundle.

Since no

recirculation is used, the flow rate per tube in later
effects is much too small, even with good distribution,
and low values of HTC, and potential for scaling, can
be expected.
66

Startup and initial operation of VTE-X at San Diego
reported: 450 hours of intermittent operation over 4
months.

Considerable data scatter, and significant

decline in HTC with time.
69

Report on development program testing of VTE-X, which
is the first large bundle (10' square bundle of 10'
long tubes: 2" tubes in effect 1 and 3" tubes in
effect 2) of doubly fluted tubes to undergo test.
Very good summary of results; this report provides a
reliable basis for design HTC in other services.
Test results showed lower than expected HTC values
due to high fouling rates, which resulted because of
corrosion products from bare carbon steel shell.
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In similar service, the recommended HTC values range
from 950 (110°F) to 1600 (220°F).

In clean tubes,

in plant with better materials of construction, recommend HTC values of 1400 (110°F) to 2200 (220°F) .
Results are reported on the effect of many parameters
on the HTC, including temperature, AT, flow per tube, and
addition of foaming agents and antifoaming agents.
Developed equations to correlate data (however, see
Report 62).
65

Summarizes operations of all units at San Diego Test
Facility, including VTE-X.

See above report for

details of heat transfer testing.
64
68

Reports on operation of VTE/MSF test bed plant at
Freeport Test Facility, built in 1970 to replace 12
effect VTE plant.

Six effect new VTE module is

combined with 11 stage MSF preheater.

Report 64

covers first year operation to March 1972, and report 68
covers next year of operation.

In general, during year

1, HTC in effects 3 to 6 were greater than, and in effects
1 and 2 were almost equal to, the values for larger
VTE-X bundle (see report 69).

Much scaling on tubes,

particularly in effects 1 and 2, from CaSC>4 and Mg(0H) 2 ,
probably due to plugged nozzles.

Year 2 data of little

value for long-term design considerations because so
much fouling was encountered: in VTE bundles, fouling
was due to corrosion and oxidation products on both
shell side and tube side.
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4. General Topics
84

Presents design basis for 4 effect VTE/MSF module installed
at Fountain Valley, California: about 4 MGD capacity,
%

and total of about 53,000 square feet of heat transfer
surface area in 4 effects.

Design HTC values based

on tabulation of values in the general literature
(most of which are covered in these abstracts); curve
fit correlating equations were then developed.
87

16 papers presented during Symposium on Enhanced Tubes.
Covers heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics,
manufacturing methods, and economics for several types
of tubes, both for VTE and MSF applications.

3

Good analysis of fundamental factors affecting heat
transfer performance, including theory for individual
film coefficients, pressure drop, and entrainment.

25

Provides computer code for optimizing VTE plant by dynamic
programming method.

HTC equations taken from OSW re-

ports, but correlating equations are not given.
24

Conceptual design of large (250 MGD) VTE/MSF plants.
made early in OSW development program, to define
critical problems and provide guidance for subsequent
research and development program.

Some data on

bundle design and costs are given.
62

Conceptual design of 8 MGD VC/VTE/MSF plant.

In analysis

of best HTC data to use, decided VTE-X (Report 69)
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was best, but correlating equation developed therein
was found to give unreasonable results when extrapolated
to other conditions.
Analyzed several VTE and VTE/MSF designs developed by
OSW.

No specific analysis of HTC was made.

Reviews state-of-art for VTE plants as of 1971, based
primarily on OSW reports, manufacturers' data, and interviews.

Report 80 has nomographs to aid in design,

sizing and cost estimating for ail components of VTE
plant.

No new data, nor was critical evaluation

made of HTC data taken from other sources.
Detailed reports on design and operating performance of 1.0
MGD VTE plant at St. Croix: No heat transfer data taken
because of inadequate instrumentation, but "design"
HTC was calculated for each effect, based on design
values of heat duty, surface area, and AT.

30
B.

HORIZONTAL TUBE SPRAY-FILM EVAPORATORS
1.

Laboratory Studies
82

Attempt to measure outside coefficient on electrically
heated, smooth, 1" and 2" tubes, 2 feet long, in single
tube rig.

Although experimental approach seemed to

be of highest quality, results are of little value
because coefficients are much lower than measured
values in pilot plants at WBTF.

Probable reason is

that test rig did not simulate actual hydrodynamic
conditions within a full bundle; particularly lacking
was the shear stress on liquid film due to escaping
vapor that occurs in a large bundle, and which
increases HTC values significantly.
83

Measurement of condensing coefficient inside 2" x 8' long
tube.

Results much lower than measurements in pilot

plant at WBTF. Reason given in report is that much
dropwise condensation occurred in 1 effect WBTF pilot
plant; if so, the latter data is suspect because it
cannot be expected that dropwise condensation will
be maintained in multi-effect plant, other than
occasionally in effect 1.

Another possible reason is

that 2" diameter tube is too large at condensing temperatures above 160°F (range where data is especially
\

low) because of high vapor density and resultant
low vapor velocity and low shear stress on film.

31
12

Tests on several rectangular bundles (8 feet long, with
2 5/8",

1 1/2", and finally 5/8" tubes) in laboratory

with fresh water, and later at WBTF using sea water.
All smooth tubes.

Only variable affecting HTC was

temperature, with values ranging from 800 at 120°F to 1500
at 230°F.
2.

Pilot Plant Studies
30
33
48
63

Presents results of tests on 1 effect pilot plant at
WBTF (Reports 30 and 33), and on later 3 effect plant

for which 1 effect unit was maintained as the first
effect (Reports 48 and 63). Extensive tests were run
where many parameters were varied including temperature,
AT, tube material and diameter, tube enhancement inside
and outside, bundle geometry and tube spacing.

Much

good data indicating high HTC values but at same time
many questions raised about data accuracy and trends.
In general, reports provide confidence in the HTE
process, but long-term testing in larger bundles is
needed to provide necessary commercial confidence in
large desalting plants.
3.

Test Bed and Module Operations
88

Test results on large, 2 effect HTE-X module at San
Diego Test Facility.

Tubes 21' long and smooth, with

diameters of 1" in first effect and 1 1/2" in second;
1290 and 858 tubes, respectively, in the two bundles.
Tests showed that major problems are liquid distribution
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over the tubes, and design of tube spacing so that
escaping vapor creates some shear stress on liquid
film without causing bundle flooding.

(Solving the

latter design problem will require considerable effort,
in that a theoretical approach is difficult because
of complexity of the system, and an experimental approach
is difficult because of the large number of parameters
involved.)

Measured HTC values on the HTE-X are lower

than design, and measured local values varied by as
much as 30% from average values, probably because of
above two factors.

Measured values from 650 (130°F)

to 1100 (205°F) in first effect, and from 510 (110°F)
to 700 (174°F) in second.

Only very limited tests

were made, in February 1973, due to shutdown of entire
test facility.
4.

General Topics
89

Presents design rationale for HTE-X (see previous
abstract).

Contains a good summary of all previous

reports on HTE pilot plant operation, as well as a
good evaluation of previous ambiguities in data.
Develops theoretical basis for calculating individual
film MTC values.
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C.

MULTISTAGE FLASH CONDENSERS
1.

Laboratory Studies
60

Good fundamental analysis and experimental study of
parameters required to make tube by tube calculations
of heat transfer rates in large bundles, based on
locally existing conditions.

Measured outside co-

efficients for condensing steam, with and without
presence of non-condensable gases, during 489 runs,
of which 340 were considered sufficiently accurate
(±15 to 30%).

Nusselt equation for laminar flow,

as modified to account for rain falling from tubes
above, was used for basic analysis. This model was
revised on hypothesis that not all liquid drains to
tube vertically below, but some gets caught on the
side of the tube in the row immediately below.

For

non-condensable gases, evaluated theories of Spalding
and Colburn, and found that the former agreed better
with test data.
87

Proceedings of OSW Symposium on Enhanced Tubes.

Paper

No. 5 summarizes tests with corrugated tubes, and other
papers consider manufacturing techniques and economics.
2.

Test Bed and Module Operations
5
7

Annual reports covering first 2 years of operation of

Point Loma Demonstration Plant at San Diego, from
January 1962 to February 1964.

Reports have very little

heat transfer data; measured HTC ranged from 400 to
960, versus design values of 340 to 600, in smooth
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condenser tubes.
34
38
43
42

Annual reports covering operation of the CLair Engle
multistage, multieffect flash plant at San Diego.

much heat transfer data presented.

Not

In general, measured

HTC values were variable and low; variable probably
because of low AT values, so that ±1°F error on temperature measurements could cause an error of 100%
in the calculated HTC; low values were attributed to

36
40
66

poor venting of non-condensable gases.
Annual reports covering operation of MSF module at San
Diego through 1970.

No significant data presented on

HTC values.
65

Annual report on operation of entire San Diego Test
Facility during 1971.

"Topical Reports" issued

separately contain the detailed results of performance
tests that were conducted on the various units
(VTE-X; MSF module; Clair Engle Plant; Effect E-1A
high temperature unit; and the LMC pretreatment plant).
70
72

Topical reports on performance testing of the MSF module
at San Diego during low temperature tests (report 70) and
high temperature tests (report 72). Clean tube operation
in early 1969 during low temperature runs gave HTC
of 700 to 800 vs 500 design, but values dropped to
less than 300 because of the fouling of tubes with
mud and rust chips.

Acid cleaning restored average

HTC to design value, and HTC in some individual tubes
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rose to about 1000.

During 600-hour high temperature

test run, design HTC values of 6S0 were attained, even
though rust deposits from earlier tests were not
completely removed.
59

This analysis of data from the MSF module at San Diego
was concerned only with flash stage performance, including
approach to equilibrium and flow through interstage
orifices.

76

Tested effect of vent rate on large condenser bundles
by injecting air into MSF module condensers.

Not

enough instrumentation to fully understand results,
but report demonstrates complexity of balancing steam
flows and determining proper vent location and vent
rates in a large bundle.
71

Report on performance tests run on the 10 stage, high
temperature E-1A unit added to the Clair Engle plant.
Found HTC in temperature range of 330 to 350°F in 3/4"
smooth tubes, as function of time and velocity in
tubes.

HTC values of 800 to 900 were measured,

falling by about 15% over 12 months due to fouling
by corrosion products.
64
68

Annual reports on operation of VTE/MSF test bed plant at
Freeport, Texas.

Eleven MSF stages used 152 spirally

indented rope tubes with 7/8" nominal O.D. by 75'
long. HTC in MSF unit in first year (report 64) were
700 to 800 versus design values of 950 to 1050; a
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later evaluation of design methodology by OR.ML, however,
indicated outside coefficient was improperly calculated
^uring design, so that expected HTC values should have
been only 860 to 960.
still lower.

F.ven so, measured values were

Reason not given.

Results of year 2

testing (report 69) obscured because of significant
scale formation in tubes by CaCO^.

Tests did show

that rope tubes have higher HTC than smooth tubes at
same pumping power.
3.

General Topics
74

Describes computer program for calculating condenser
bundle performance on row by row basis, taking into
account local values of pressure drop, gas velocity, and
non-condensable gas content of steam.

Good review of

theory that governs each of these effects.
21

Presents results of literature review and of company
interviews on factors affecting design of large MSF
condensers.

Included in study are inside and outside

film coefficient, shell side pressure drop, effect of
non-condensable gases, and means of removing noncondensables.
16

Reviews and

evaluates commercial status of most com-

ponents involved in large MSF plants.

Provides brief

review of design considerations for large condenser
bundles.

Conceptual study of large [250 MGD) VTE/MSF plant, to
provide basis for evaluating future research and
development needs. Considered smooth tubes, with HTC
values in range of 550 to 800, for MSF unit.

No

new information.
Independent analysis of above report.

No significant

commentary on HTC values.
Presents design rationale for 4 MGD VTE/MSF module built
at Fountain Valley, California. Specified Wolverine
specially corrugated tubes for MSF unit with design HTC
values of 1040 (150°F) to 1220 (250°F).

These values

found by Seider-Tate correlation using revised
constants, based on previous laboratory data.
Review of state of art of MSF plant design as of 1968.
Used standard methods

in design procedures for HTC.

No new information.
Summarizes 6 years of operation of 2.25 MGD MSF
facility at Guantanamo Naval Base.
transfer data.

No specific heat

However, maintenance on these plants

was conducted at high level, and overall plant performance remained high, verifying that a strong correlation exists between these two factors.

38
55
55
56
57
58

Series of reports describing operating experience of
commercial MSF plants.

These include 1.0 MGD plant

at St. Croix (report 55); 2.5 MGD plant at St. Thomas
(report 56); 2.62 MGD plant at Key West (report 57);
and 2.4 MGD plant at Nassau (report 58).

Report 53

is a general summary of all the plants.

Reports are

very good reference sources in general.

However,

little heat transfer data is available beyond the HTC
values required to meet design conditions.
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D.

SPECIAL HEAT TRANSFER TOPICS
8

Bibliography of 70 entries on dropwise condensation.

11

Describes laboratory efforts to develop surfaces that
would permanently promote dropwise condensation.
Considered sulfides and selenides of copper and silver;
noble metals including gold, silver, rhodium, and
palladium; and vapor deposited polymer films such
as teflon and parylenes.

Success levels in general

were low. Gold appeared to be good but costly.
1

Special tests with high velocity (to 13 feet per second)
forced circulation inside tubes, and film or dropwise, or
mixed condensation outside.

Overall HTC values of over

2000 were measured at times, with AT values over 20°F,
at high tube side velocities and with dropwise condensation outside.
43

Annual report on Clair Engle plant operation at San
Diego.

Includes results obtained on special, 20

tube gold plated exchanger installed in parallel with
stage 16, to test dropwise condensation irt actual plant
service.

Results were poor, because of deterioration

of gold film, and inability to maintain dropwise
condensation on surface.
14

Evaluates theory and practice of liquid-liquid direct
contact heat exchangers.
design

The study was prompted by OSW

work then being undertaken on this heat transfer

process for MSF plants, with the objective of eliminating
metallic heat transfer surfaces.

40
Describes tests with upflow in tubes in 5 effect VTE
pilot plant, run at ORNL before plant was moved to
WBTF (see report 23). Good reference for tieing

i
together previous upflow work and good discussion of
factors affecting HTC values in upflow.
Reports cover tests in 2 tube test loop at University
of California Sea Water Conversion Laboratory in VTE
system.

Both reports discuss falling film

system

where HTC is increased by means of helical baffle
inserted along axis of tube in vapor space.

Baffle

promotes vapor phase turbulence, and increases
shear stress by the vapor on the falling liquid film,
thereby increasing HTC at expense of pressure drop.
Report 32 also presents results of upflow tests in
same loop, with and without addition of surfactant
(Joy soap) to fresh water and to NaCl solutions.
Surfactant resulted in large increases in HTC at
temperatures above 150°F.
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E.

GENERAL TOPICS
67

Reports on operation of all aluminum, MSF-VTE-HTE
pilot plant at WBTF. Objective was to evaluate longterm performance of aluminum alloy components.

No

heat transfer data given.
81

Review of history and status of distillation processes.
Good bibl iography with reports grouped into

useful

categories. No heat transfer data.
15

Extensive collection of data on the failure rates of condc-r.ser
tubes in sea water, based mostly on power plant
experience. Concludes that 90/10 copper nickel tubes
are preferable to aluminum-brass despite the higher
first cost.

75

Summarizes status of knowledge with respect to fouling
of heat exchanger tubing, and provides a rational basis
for developing design fouling factors.

Recommends

values to be used in MSF and VTE bundles using acid
treated feed.

Results not applicable to poly-phosphate

treated service.

SELECTED VALUE OF 1 EAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
A.

Background
In the previous chapters, absolute values of heat transfer
coefficients were referred to only in a very general way.

No attempt

was made to indicate specific values to be used by designers.
There were several reasons for this approach, which are reviewed
briefly below.
First, there are many parameters that affect the actual heat
transfer coefficient to be attained.

These include such factors

as the boiling temperature; the temperature driving force for heat
transfer;

tube parameters including diameter, length, material

of construction and type of surface enhancement; and flow rate of
brine per tube. The interaction among these parameters, and the
resultant change in heat transfer rates as one or more of these
parameters change, can be both complex and variable.

A change in

one parameter will have a small effect on the heat transfer
coefficient at some times and a large effect at others, depending
on the base operating conditions from which the changes are made.
Second, a large data base which could serve as a guide for the prediction of heat transfer rates under various operating conditions, or
which could provide a means for predicting the effect of changes in
operating conditions, is simply not available.

Third, the major

quantity of data that is available has been taken under laboratory
conditions in single tube or small bundles, and often with fresh
water or prepared salt solutions rather than with sea water, and the
ability to extrapolate these results to sea water operation is not
well developed.

Fourth, a large fraction of the data taken on bundles

is of limited value for the prediction of heat transfer coefficients
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because of operating problems due to factors such as scaling, fouling,
accumulation of non-condensable gases, and unsteady operation of the
unit.

(It is clear, however, that much of this data is very valuable

with respect to operating and design problems other than the prediction
of heat transfer rates.)
Despite the problems indicated above, it is important to provide
the designer and user with a concise summary of the range of heat
transfer coefficients that can be expected.

The information presented

in this chapter is intended to provide a preliminary organization of
the data in an easily usable form.

Nevertheless, the reader will under-

stand, on the basis of the previous discussions, that any detailed
analysis of heat exchanger performance should be made only by experienced personnel, and after the bibliographic data summarized in
Chapter IV and Table 1 have been reviewed and the original reports
have been analyzed.
Heat exchanger design is no better than the design value of the
fouling factor used to determine the overall surface area required.
It is important that proper considerations be given to the value assigned
to a fouling coefficient.

Fouling is defined as the deposition of dirt

and silt on the tube, as opposed to scaling caused by chemical precipitation of solids from the brine, or the deposition of corrosion
products on the tube.

The fouling factor is thus the resistance

to heat transfer caused by the dirt and silt. Good design practice
is best served when the fouling factor and the clean tube heat
transfer coefficient are considered separately, each on a rational
basis, and then combined to provide

a

design value for the

overall heat transfer coefficient. l\Tien this practice is followed several advantages accrue to the project.

First, previous

data can then be fetter analyzed and related directly to the design
operating conditions of the new unit.

Second, both the designer

and operator then become explicitly aware of the fact that performance will change with time as fouling develops to its equilibrium value.

Based on this awareness, the design and operational

procedures can be better matched to the unique characteristics
of cach desalination plant.
It is recommended that the general approach of reference 75
be used in the assignment of fouling factors.

Many desalination

plants and test installations have suffered heat transfer degradation
because of scale deposition or because of the deposition on tubes of
oxidation products formed elsewhere in the plant.

These occurrences

sometimes lead to the assignment of excessively high fouling
factors to cover these contingencies.

It is our opinion that this

is not a good design practice and tends to lead to a sloppy overall
design and difficult operating procedures.

Rather, the equipment

and the process should be designed so as to prevent these kinds of
problem with scale and corrosion, and cleaning facilities should be
provided should occasional upsets lead to scale formation.
The fouling factor should correspond to the normal oxidative
aging of surfaces that occurs after use.

In addition, a factor

should be added to account for silt that drops out of the seawater;
this latter factor is chosen on the basis of an economic balance
between, on the one hand, higher brine velocity in the tubes and
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increased filtration of the seawater feed; and on the other hand,
increased tube bundle size and frequency of cleaning.

For poly-

phosphate inhibited systems, a factor is required to account for the
deposition of sludge between clcanings.
Heat transfer performance is also degraded by the accumulation
of non-condensable gases on the steam condensing side of the heat
exchanger.

This factor is controlled by proper tube bundle

design and choice of operating conditions to provide an adequate
sweeping velocity of vapor throughout the bundle, and by adequate
sizing of the venting and vacuum system to remove the non-condensable
gases at a sufficiently low concentration.

General guidance on

these design considerations is given in References 60, 74, 76, 77,
and 78.
On the basis of the general considerations discussed above,
the following sections present a preliminary and selected summary of
heat transfer coefficients reported in the literature cited in
Chapter IV.

These data are given separately for VTE, HTE, and MSF

heat exchangers.

Only data for commercial tubes are presented.

In general, it would be preferred to include only clean tube heat
transfer coefficients.

However, much of the reported data includes

cases where scale or fouling was known or suspected to be present,
but no quantification of the corresponding degradation of heat
transfer performance is available.
B.

Vertical Tube Evaporators
1.

Smooth tubes.
Laboratory data taken on one and two tube exchangers are
reported by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (References 59 and

46
45), and the Envirogenics Co. (References 46 and 85).
largest body of large

The

bundle data is that taken at the original

17 effect VTE test bed plant at the Freeport, Texas Test
Facility, which is summarized in Reference 49.

A summary of

values from these sources, as well as calculated values, are
given in Table 3.
For the general reasons given in the previous section,
there is a large inconsistency in the reported values of the
heat transfer coefficients.

As expected, however, the value

increases significantly with increasing temperature.

The

data from the Freeport VTE Test Bed (49) indicates a scatter
in the values at any temperature on the order of plus or minus
15%.

This can probably be explained to a large degree by

the difficulties that are inherent in controlling and measuring
the performance of an industrial size unit.

The absolute

average values of the heat transfer coefficient range from
about 280* at 100°F to 680 at 250°F.
Much higher values were reported by References 46 and 85.
As shown, these investigators found heat transfer coefficients
of about 700 at 14CPto 150°F (versus about 400 at Freeport),
and about 820 to 850 at 200° to 210°F (versus about 460 to
600 at Freeport).

Reference 39 reports a smooth tube heat

transfer coefficient at 212°F of about 600, which is in the

* Heat transfer coefficient values will always be given in units of Btu/hour°F-square foot.

same range as the Freeport data.

However, the data in

Reference 39 was taken with fresh water; other tests at the same
laboratory, but with doubly fluted tubes, showed an increase
in heat transfer coefficient of about 50% when salt water
was used instead of fresh water.
increase

Applying the same ratio

to the smooth tube data would indicate a heat

transfer coefficient approaching 900 at 212°F, which then is
in the same range as the data of References 46 and 85.
In an attempt to reconcile these differences, semitheoretical calculations were made by the method of Dukler*
to determine what heat transfer coefficients would be expected under typical operating conditions.

These calculated

values, as are also shown on the Table, indicate that the
higher values would be expected under normal operating
conditions.
There is a high probability that the coefficients found
at Freeport were low due to operational problems.

These

included problems with scale formation and venting. Also,
in many cases, it appears that the flow rate of brine per tube
was too low for effective liquid distribution using the
porcelain spray nozzles, as was discovered in retrospect during
later OSW studies.

On these bases, it seems reasonable to

assume that the higher heat transfer coefficients than those
reported in Reference 49 could be suitable for a well designed

* A. E. Dukler, L. C. Elliott and A. L. Farber, "Distillation Plant Data
Book," Office of Saline Water (1971)
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plant.

The user would be well advised, however, to refer

to the original references.
Other parameters besides temperature also affect the heat
transfer coefficient.

These include the temperature

difference driving force, flow rate per tube, and salinity of
the brine.

However, these other factors are much less

significant.
Doubly Fluted Tubes.
The range of data scatter in reports on doubly fluted
tubes is much greater than for the data with smooth tubes.
This is due in part to continued problems with scaling and
corrosion.

In addition, however, and perhaps of greater importanc

the doubly fluted tubes are much more sensitive to operational
changes because of their higher heat transfer coefficients.
Whereas a small amount of scale might not significantly affect
the smooth tube heat transfer coefficient, it would cause a large
percentage change for the doubly fluted tube.

This is

reflected in the following hypothetical example.
Smooth
tube
Clean tube H.T.C.
Scaling resistance
Operating H.T.C.
% decline

600
0.0001
566
5.7

Doubly fluted
tube
1,400
0.0001
1,228
12.3

Probably of equal or greater importance, with respect to
explaining the data scatter, is the effect of the thermal
conductivity of the tube wall material.

The reason, as in

the case of scaling resistance, is the large change that occurs
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in the overall heat transfer coefficient due to small changes
in other resistances, because of the basically very high film
coefficients that develop with doubly fluted tubes.

This

is exemplified by the data of Paper 9 in Reference 87.

The

heat transfer coefficient of three different three-inch diameter
tubes was found at the same conditions of: 160°F boiling
temperature and 20°F temperature driving force.

The results

that follow show the very large effect of thermal conductivity
on the heat transfer effectiveness of doubly-fluted tubes:
Tube material:

90/10 Cu-Ni

Thermal conductivity:
H.T.C.:
Wall "fouling
factor"

27
1400

AJ Brass

Copper

58
1850

0.00057

258
2600

0.00020

0.00004

To put these results in a different light, the following
calculations were made.

It was assumed that for each tube,

the overall heat transfer coefficient would be the same if
the resistance of the wall were neglected.

It was further

assumed that the "effective" wall thickness of each tube was
the same.

The "ideal" heat transfer coefficient (that is, the

coefficient due only to film resistance) was calculated by
curve fitting the above data, and was found to be 2920 Btu/hour°F-square foot. The resistance due to the wall was then calculated in each case, and is called the "wall fouling factor,"
as shown in the last line of the above table.

(The resistance

due to any normal fouling which might have been present is
included in this factor.)

As can be seen, the wall resistance

in the case of the copper-nickel tube is of the same magnitude
as the normal fouling factor.

These? two factors, scaling and tube wall material, probably
explain almost all of the range of values found in the data for
heat transfer coefficients with

doubly fluted tubes.

Other

factors, including tube diameter and length, type of flutes,
temperature driving force, and pressure drop through the tubes,
arc of relatively minor significance.

The type of flow nozzle

used on the tubes and the flow rate per tube is also of
secondary importance, but only so long as the flow rate per tube
exceeds a minimum value for that nozzle.

These factors

are discussed in the following sections.
With these comments in mind, a summary of some selected
data is presented on Table 4 and Figure 1.
for both is given on Table 4.

The key to reference

In addition, what is considered

to be a conservative design curve is drawn on Figure 1,
but it is clear that higher values can be obtained under proper
conditions.

The user is cautioned, as before, to consult the

basic references, and to understand the effects of the various
design and operating parameters and of the fouling factor,
before using

any specific values; the data is presented only

as a guide as to what is possible. To assist the user in
visualizing the nature of the enhanced surfaces, typical
surface configurations are shown in Figure 2.
In examining Table 4 and Figure 1, the following comments
will help to clarify the meaning of the data pattern.

The

data of Reference 39 was from laboratory tests using fresh
water; tests at the same laboratory gave values of 20 to 50%
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higher when using salt waters.

The data from References 46

and 85 is also laboratory data, but using salt water. The large
range in

values from Reference 46 reflect the several

different tube materials, and different thermal conductivities,
that were tested.
data mentioned

The data from Reference 87 is the laboratory

above where the effect of thermal conductivity

of the three tubes tested is shown.
Reference 31 data covers a large number of tests on the
VTE test bed at the Freeport Test Facility.

These were the

first data with a large bundle using doubly fluted tubes.

The

scatter in general, and the decline in values for Run 16
compared to Run 15, probably reflect scale formation.
Very large bundle tests are reflected in the V'lEX data
of References 69 and 88.

The decline in heat transfer co-

efficient in the latter case ii probably due to scale formation.
Reference 62 presents the design of a vapor compression (VC) plant
with only four vertical tube effects that all operate at elevated
temperatures.

This report concludes that the best data were

those of Reference 69, and the heat transfer coefficients
chosen for the VC design were extrapolated from the data of
Reference 69 in such a way as to account for the changed
operating conditions and materials of construction.
Finally, the data of Reference 64 is also operating data
from large bundles of the VTE/MSF Test Bed Plant at Freeport.
These data are marred by a considerable degree of scale
formation and operating problems. They do indicate, however,

as does the entire range of data on Table 4 and Figure 1,
that high heat transfer coefficients with doubly-fluted tubes
can be obtained and reliably maintained for long time periods in
operating units.

The data, in general, also show that at

least the minimum obtainable heat transfer coefficients in a
well designed and operated plant can be predicted.
Flow Distributors.
Data and information on flow distributors is scattered
throughout the reports.

The best source, however, is probably

the data of Reference 85 where three different nozzles were
tested under laboratory conditions.

Drawings of the nozzles

are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, which represent:
Figure 5:

Metallic swirl nozzle, with a single tangential entry;

i-'igure 4:

Porcelain dome nozzle with two tangential swirl entries

Figure 5:

Porcelain flash nozzle with a single tangential entry,

and with a second, internal orifice in series with the
tangential entry.
With a feed rate of 3 gpm per tube, the heat transfer coefficient was about the same over the range of testing for each
nozzle, and these data are shown on Table 4 and Figure 1.
The decline in performance ranged from 12 to 20% as the flow rate
per tube was reduced from 3 to one gpm.

The porcelain flash

nozzle (Figure 5) is especially susceptible to reduced flow
rates because the brine then tends to drip from the internal
orifice as discrete droplets down the center of the tube, and
less brine is available to wet the inside tube surface.
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4.

Tube Geometry.
As has been indicated, not enough data is available to
enable a clear distinction to be made between the heat transfer
performance of tubes of different geometry or prepared by
different manufacturers.

Reference 46 showed that the Grob

tube with 54 flat ridged axial flutes and the Wolverine tube
with 22 axial flutes performed best and about equally.

The

Anaconda tube with 50 axial flutes was indicated in Reference
46 to have the lowest heat transfer coefficient of the tubes
tested.

The Yorkshire tube with 50 axial flutes and the

Phelps-Dodge tube with 44 axial flutes performed at intermediate
1 ev e 1 s.
However, it is our opinion that not enough data was taken
to substantiate these conclusions for a large tube bundle,
and the user is cautioned to review the original reference
carefully before making a decision.

The results reported were

taken, as has been pointed out, on only a two-tube test unit,
and it is not certain that the extent of scaling and fouling
was equal on all tubes.
To aid the user in visualizing the nature of the tube
surfaces, some sketches and photographs are presented in Figure
2.

This figure includes both enhanced VTE tubes and spirally

corrugated MSF condenser tubes.
C.

Horizontal Tube Spray-Film Evaporators
Several experimental studies and one design study have been
made of the horizontal tube spray film evaporator, where steam condenses inside the tubes and with evaporation on the outside surface.
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Several of these tests indicate that very high heat transfer coefficients are attainable, and that the system design may be simpler
than for a comparable VTE system.

However, there are several

problems to be resolved before the very high coefficients can be
confidently extrapolated to commercial utilization.

First, they

have only been demonstrated with enhanced tubes, and these tubes
have only been tested during limited, small bundle tests (References
30, 33, 48, and 63). Second, evidence obtained late in the OSW
program (Reference 88) demonstrated how sensitive performance is to
tube spacing in the bundle and to the design of the brine distributor
plate; definitive design and test data on these parameters is not
available

Third, the only large bundle test (Reference 88) was

only conducted for a very short time period, and did not include tests
of enhanced tubes.
The test program has demonstrated that reliable and predictable
heat transfer coefficients can be achieved in smooth tube horizontal
evaporators.

T

hese coefficients are greater than those attained in

smooth tube VTE bundles or in MSF condensers.

The most relevant

data is shown on Figure 6.
The data of Figure 6 is divided into three groups.
bundle data is connected by a single curve.

The large

Although no long-term

data is available, these coefficients are believed to be conservative
values suitable for design.

Care must still be taken, of course,

to assure that the other relevant design and operating parameters
are properly chosen.

These include the vapor velocity leaving the

tubes, which value is a function of the quantity of non-condensable
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gases in the steam.

Tube spacing within the bundle must be

small enough to assure adequate liquid coverage of all tubes, but
large enough to avoid an excessive pressure drop as the newly
formed vapor escapes from the bundle. These are complex variables
and cannot be adequately covered within the scope of this report.
Sound and basic engineering judgment is required, and the user
is cautioned to consult the original references for details.
The data from the smaller, pilot plant sized bundles are shown
as two separate data sets on Figure 6.

One set covers the smooth

tube data and the second covers enhanced tube data. Most of the
latter is for tubes that were grooved on the interior surface,
in a manner reminiscent of screw threads.

These pilot data

indicate what are probably attainable commercial heat transfer
coefficients with future development.
usage, however,

Some care is required in their

because some of the test runs on the single

effect pilot plant at Wrightsville Beach exhibited dropwise

con-

densation on the tube interior surfaces. Dropwise condensation
occurred because of the manner of generating steam at the Test
Facility and is not an inherent quality of horizontal spray-film
evaporators; therefore, the high heat transfer coefficients achieved
with dropwise condensation cannot be extrapolated to all effects,
or to all installation locations.
D.

Multiple Stage Flash Plant Condensers
The condenser bundle for MSF plants consists of liquid filled
horizontal tubes, with the brine

being

heated by condensing steam
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on the outside.

When smooth tubes are used, the procedure for

calculating overall heat transfer coefficients is well known and
straightforward; this procedure is clearly explained in Chapter 3
of the Distillation Data Book.*

These clean tube values must then

be adjusted in accordance with an appropriate fouling factor.
Figure 6, also from the Distillation Data Book,* provides design
values as a function of temperature where the fouling factor value
ranges from 0.0007 for the low temperature stages to 0.0005 for
the high temperature stages.
This curve is reasonably substantiated by test data from the
MSF module at the San Diego Test Facility as reported in References
70 and 72, assuming that a fouling factor of 0.0007 is used for
the high temperature stages.

A considerable amount of scaling and

tube fouling due to deposition of rust particles on the tubes was
experienced during these tests, and the deposits were not completely
cleaned between runs.

As has been discussed before, no design

value of the heat transfer coefficient can be accepted with confidence
unless the process and equipment design are engineered so as to
avoid such deposits.
Some higher temperature data for smooth tubes is also available,
as reported in Reference 71.

This data for up to 340 to 350°F on

the brine heater was taken from the EIA unit, also at the San Diego
Test Facility.

Clean tube heat transfer coefficients of 950 to 980

were recorded at about 350°F.

These values dropped rapidly with

* A. E. Dukler, L. C. Elliott and A. L. Farber (1971)
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time because of scale formation at the extreme operating conditions
being studied, and becaus'e of operating problem
pretreatment plant.

with the feed

They do indicate, however, the level of per-

formance achievable at high temperatures.
Some experimental studies have been done on heat transfer
coefficients wit'i the spirally corrugated, or roped tube, which
is also shown on Figure 2.

This data is reported in References

31, 64, and 68, and in papers 5 and 6 of Reference 87.

Reference

31 indicates a heat transfer coefficient in the range of 800 to
1100 at temperatures around 220 to ?50°F.

References 64 and 68

indicate coefficients of 700 to 800 at temperatures of 185 to
205°F.

Much scaling was encountered during the tests of the

latter two references, and the test runs were of short duration.
Perhaps of greatest significance are the results (68) that the heat
transfer coefficient with the roped tube is greater than the smooth
tube coefficient when the same pumping power for fluid flow is
used in each case.

However, the designer would require additional

data before long-term heat transfer coefficients for roped tubes
could be assigned with confidence.
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TABLE 1 -- REPORT SUMMARY--Cont.
NO.

I.

TYPE OF
REPORT

TYPE OF
OPERATING
UNIT

TYPE OF DATA ON HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
MeaAbs- CorreTheorsured etical tracted lation

COMMENTS

VERTICAL TUBE EVAPORATORS

84

Design

Module

85

Test

Pilot

X

Nozzle tests

6

Test

Lab.

X

Al; fluted

24

Design

Comm.

87

Symposium

Lab/Mod

77

Test

Lab.

Ap, vapor

73

Test

Lab.

Dc-entrainment

7S

Test

Lab.

AP, vapor--]arge
bundles

62

Design

Comm.

80

Design

Comm.

79

Review

All

46

Test

Lab.

X

69

Test

Module

X

61

Design

Comm.

44

Test

Lab

X

Small fluted
plate

45

Test

Lab

X

Summary, #44

52

Test

Lab

39

Test

Lab

25

Design

Theory

28

Test

Lab

X

X

X
X

X

X

Orange County

250 MGD
X

Enhanced Tubes

X
Nomograph
X

State of Art
Good data
X

X

VTE-X; fouling
250 MGD

Tubes used, #44
X

X
X

X'

ORNL; extensive
Optimization
AP tubes;entrain
ment
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3

TYPE OF
REPORT

TYPE OF
OPERATING
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TYPE OF DATA ON HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
Abs- CorreMeaTheorsured etical tracted lation

COMMENTS

VERTICAL TUBE EVAPORATORS (continued)
Design

Theory

64

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE/MSF

49

Review

Module

X

Freeport VTE

68

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE/MSF

54

Review

Comm.

51

Review

Comm.

2

Test

Module

X

Frceport VTE

4

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE

9

Test

Module

X

Frceport VTE

10

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE

13

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE

26

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE

27

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE

31

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE

18

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE

19

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE

20

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE

47

Test

Module

X

Freeport VTE

86

Test

Pilot

X

Preliminary

23

Test

Pilot

X

Nozzles tested

X

Predict U, AP,
entrainment

X

St. Croix
St. Croix
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NO.

1.

TYPE OF
REPORT

TYPE OF
OPERATING
UNIT

TYPE OF DATA ON HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
MeaTheorAbs- Corresured etical tracted lation

COMMENTS

VERTICAL TUBE EVAPORATORS (continued)

57

Test

Pilot

X

Good Report;
U basis: Total A

35

Test

Pilot

X

4 effect, WBTF

66

Test

Module

X

VTE-X

65

Test

Module

X

VTE-X
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NO.

II.

TYPE OF
REPORT

TYPE OF
OPERATING
UNIT

TYPE OF DATA ON HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
MeaTheorAbsCorresured
etical tracted lation

COMMENTS

HORIZONTAL SPRAY-FILM EVAPORATORS

89
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Module

82

Test

Lab

S5

Test

12

X

HTE-X

X

X

Outside coef.

Lab

X

X

Inside coef.

Test

Pilot

X

1 effect

88

Test

Module

X

HTE-X

63

Test

Pilot

X

5 effect-WBTF

48

Test

Pi lot

X

3 effect-WBTF

55

Test/Des.

Pilot

X

1 & 5 effectWBTF

50

Test/Des.

Pil/Comm.

1 effect/25 MGD
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TYPE OF
OPERATING
UNIT

TYPE OF DATA ON HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
TheorMeaAbs- Corresured etical tracted lation

COMMENTS

NO.

TYPE OF
REPORT

III.

MULTIPLE- STAGE FLASH PLANTS

S4

Design

Module

X

Orange County

24

Design

Comm.

X

250 MGD

87

Symposium

Lab

61

Design

Comm.

64

Test

Module

X

68

Test

Modu1e

X

29

Review

Comm.

74

Design

Comm.

76

Test

Module

21

Design

Comm.

66

Test

Module

X

San Diego

65

Test

Module

X

San Diego

70

Test

Module

X

San Diego-Low T

71

Test

Module

X

EIA-High T

72

Test

Module

X

San DiegoHigh T

16

Review

Comm.

59

Test

Module

58

Review

Comm.

X

Nassau, 2.4
MGD

57

Review

Comm.

X

Key West, 2.6
MGD

X

X
X

Enhanced tubes
250 MGD
Freeport VTE/MSF
Freeport VTE/MSF

i
X
X

State of art
Bundle code

X

Venting
X

X

X

Bundle code

State of art
Flash Stage
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III.

M'JLTIPLE-S TAGE FLASH PLANTS (continued)

56

Review

Corm.

X

St. Th.,2.5 MGD

55

Review

Conn.

X

St. Cr.,l.CMGD

53

Review

Conm.

X

Sugary

D l/

Review

Cor.n.

X

Guantp.nano

5

Test

Module

X

Point Lo-ra Plant

7

Test

Module

X

Point Lo~a Riant

Test

ModuIe

X

;st

Module

Tr> ol
r""> p— - v- ^ T
- -o — ^
PI a*:t

rest

Module

Clair En^le
Plant

est

Modvie

X

C2 2i* Hi*"*1 6
Plant

Module

X

MSF Module

lest

Module

X

MSF Module

Test

Lab

X

Good fundamental
work

->.

Zf-

60
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TYPE OF
REPORT

TYPE OF
OPERATING
UNIT

TYPE OF DATA CN HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
MeaTheor- I /•bs- Corresured eticol jt"-'!c "ed lation

COMMENTS

SPECIAL 11 EAT_TRANSFER SYSTEMS

87

Symposium

Lab.

X

Dropwise-coated
tubes. Upflow

41

Test

Pi lot

X

Upflow VTE

23

Test

Pi lot

X

Upflow VTE

32

Test

Pilot

X

Vortex Flow-VTE

22

Test

Pi lot

X

Vortex Flow-VTE

14

Design

Comm.

11

Test

Lab

X

Drop. Cond.

1

Test

Lab

X

Drop.Cond.

8

Review

Lab

X

X

Liquid/Liquid

Dropwise
Bibliography
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NO.

V.

TYPE OF
REPORT

TYPE OF
OPERATING
UNIT

TYPE OF DATA ON HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
MeaTheorAbs- Corresured etical tracted lation

COMMENTS

GENERAL TOPICS

87

Symposium

Pilot

67

Test

Pilot

75

Review

Comm.

Fouling Factor

81

Review

Comm.

State of Art

15

Review

Comm.

Tube Failures

Tube making
X

Alum. Plant

Table 2
OSW R&D Reports on Heat Transfer not Covered by This Study*

1.**

Universal Desalting Corp., "Fifth Report on Horizontal-Tube Multiple
Effect (HTME) Process Pilot Plant Program," OSW R&D Report No. 963.

2.**

Aqua Chem., Inc., 200 MGD Desalting Plant Conceptual Study: Advanced
Thin Film Distillation Process and Test Module Design," OSW R&D
Report No.979.

5.

W. L. Badger & Associates, "Operation of Pilot Plant LTV Evaporator
at Wrinhtsvilie Beach, North Carolina," OSW R&D Report No. 26.

4.

General Electric Co., "Evaluation of Thin Film Seawater Distillation
Unit for Marine and Shorebase Application," OSW R&D Report No. 54.

5.

Southwest Research Institute, "Investigation of the Use of Acoustic
Vibrations to Improve Heat Transfer Rates and Reduce Sealing in the
Distillation Units Used for Saline Water Conversion," OSW R&D Report
No. 65.

6.

Westinghouse Electric Corp., "Thin Film Vapor Compression,"
OSW R&D Report No. 85.

7.

Beranek and Newman, "The Influence of Acoustical Vibrations on Convecti
Heat Transfer to Liquids," OSW R&D Report No. 89.

8.

Dow Chemical Co., "An Engineering Evaluation of the Long-Tube Vertical
Falling-Film Distillation Process," OSW R&D Report No. 139.

9.

General Electric Co., "Operation and Maintenance of 37,000 gpd ThinFilm Distillation Pilot Plant," OSW R&D Report No. 181.

* See page 4 , Chapter 2, for discussion of omitted reports.
** Only these two reports from Table 2 are considered to have high relevancy
for commercial applications of advanced heat transfer designs.
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10.

Sigmatron, Inc., "Research on Condensation Mechanisms," OSU R&D
Report No. 215.

11.

Rochester Institute of Technology, "Evaporation of Water from Aqueous
Interfaces," OSW R&D Report No. 808.

12.

Hittman Associates, "Vertical Tube Distillation, Desalting
State of the Art," OSW R&D Report No. 896.
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Table 3
IIcat Transfcr Coeffic1 ents in VTE- Fa11ing Film Evaporators
With Smooth Tubes
Meat Transfer Coefficients fBtu/hour-°F-ft2)
Temperature
(°F)

_
49

100

225-550

125

275-360

340

360-400

150

350-450

175

400-500

200

460-600

210

475-610

225

550-660

250

650-750

Ah

Reference No_.
"' ~~ 85

_
59T~4!r~

Calculated
Value

520-550

700
600

850
820

600 (900*)

650-700

* Assumed value applicable to a brine feed
**Using the method of: A. E. Dukler, L. C. Elliott, and A. L. Farber, "Distillation Plant Data Book," Office of Saline Water (1971).
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TABLE 4
Heat Transfer Coefficients with Doublv Fluted VTE Tube Bundles

Ref. No.

59

Lab Tests
46
•

85

31

Symbol-Fig. 1

Large Bundles
64
69
/ / /

//

•

a

Design
88

62

E

Temperature
°F
100

900

110

1100

120

1400

130

1050

1500

140
ISO

1080

to
1430
160-170

1220

to
2020

170

1450

1900
A

195

2200

200

210

2100
1800

1400
to
1900

217

1900

220

1700

i

228

250

1900

1630
2200

1650
1700

1750

Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient

Btu/(Hr)(sq.ft)(°F)

cSl

ORNL-PHOTO 7216-78

Figure 2.
A.

D e s c r i p t i o n of Typical Geometries (Source: Reference 52).
Doubly Fluted G.E. p r o f i l e 9
1) Tube 40 (p. 13)
Axial Flutes Insiae

GE Profile

9, 80 f l u t e s

Axial Flutes Outside GE P r o f i l e 9 , 30 f l u t e s

82

ORNL-PHOTO 7214-78
Figure 2 . - - c o n t i n u e d
A. Doubly Fluted G.E. P r o f i l e 9
2) Tube 50 (p. 15)
Axial Flutes Inside GE P r o f i l e 9, 84 f l u t e s
Axial Flutes Outside GE P r o f i l e 9, 84 f l u t e s
Cuproiron (98-2)

83

ORNL-PHOTO 7213

Figure 2 . - - c o n t i n u e d
B. Doubly Fluted Axial Ribs, Tube 53
(P- 15)
Axial Ribs I n s i d e , 4 5 r i b s , 0 . 0 4 0 - i n . - t h i c k ,
0.024-in.-high
Axial Ribs Outside, 45 r i b s ,
0.024-in.-high

0.024-in.-thick,

Brass
2.375-in.-0D
0.059-in.-wal1
10-ft-long

0

84

ORNL-PHOTO 7 2 1 5 - 7 8

Figure 2.—continued
C. Doubly Fluted Anaconda Grob, Tube 70 (p. 19)
Axial Flutes Inside Anaconda-Grob, 54 Flutes
Axial Flutes Outside Anaconda-Grob, 54 Flutes

Cupronickel

(90-10)

2-in.-0D
0.035-in.-wall

85

Figure 2.--continued
D. Flake Outside, Linde-Porous Inside, Tube 66 (p. 19)
Linde-Porous Inside
Formed from Tube , sintered metal
on inside surface o b l i t e r a t i n g f l u t e s
Axial Flutes Outside GE P r o f i l e 9, 84 f l u t e s
Cuproiron (98-2)
3.125-in.-0D
0.0625-in.-wall
10-ft-long

Picture not a v a i l a b l e
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ORNL-PHOTO 7214-78
Figure 2.—continued
E.

Spiral Corrugations (Roped Tube) Tube 64 (p. 18)
Spiral Corrugations Inside and Outside, 20 c o r r . ,
l/8-1n.-radius,

l0-1n.-pitch
Cupronickel

(90-10)
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Figure 3.--Metallic, Single-Tangential-Inlet, Swiil-Feed Distributor

88

OLE

Figure 4.--Porcelain Dome Nozzle with Two Tangential Swirl Entries.
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